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Cover page: Subject site at 186-190 Princes Highway, from Princes Highway looking to front façade. (Source: Heritage 21,
15.02.2018)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

This Statement of Heritage Impact (‘SOHI’ or ‘report’) has been prepared on behalf of Truland
Development to submit a development application for proposed development at the site.

1.2

Site Identification

As depicted in Figure 1 below, the subject site is situated at the intersection of Princes Highway and
Lacey Street, and borders Wyuna Street to the south. The allotment is situated within the boundaries
of the Georges River Council. The site is located on the southern side of Princes Highway and borders
Beverley Park and Kogarah Bay. The general vicinity of the site is characterised by an undulating
landscape, with the subject site constituting a mid-level point of this area.
As depicted in Figure 1, the proposed works are located to the south and west of the locally-listed
item, and to the immediate south-east of the locally-listed item.

Figure 1. Aerial view of the site highlighted in yellow. Proposed area of works outlined in blue (Source: NSW Land and
Property Information, ‘SIX Maps’, n.d., http://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/.)
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As depicted in Figure 2, and as outlined in the below table, the subject site comprises the following
individual allotments:
Address

Lot Number

188 Princes Highway, Beverley Park

5/DP17522, 6/DP17522, 24/DP17522

190 Princes Highway, Beverley Park

7/DP17522

2 Lacey Street, Kogarah Bay

8/DP17618

4 Lacey Street, Kogarah Bay

9/DP17618

6 Lacey Street, Kogarah Bay

10/DP17618

Heritage
Item

Figure 2. Aerial view of the site. The heritage item allotment is contained within the blue line. The red line encloses the
additional allotments of the proposed works. (Source: NSW Land and Property Information, ‘SIX Maps’, n.d.,
http://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/.)

The setting and topography of the site will be more fully described in Section 3.0.
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1.3
1.3.1

Heritage Status
Heritage Listings

The site known as 186-188 Princes Highway is listed as an item of environmental heritage in the
Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012 (‘KLEP’). As depicted in Figure 3 below, no other locally-listed
heritage items are within the vicinity of the site.
Item Name

Address

Significance

Item No.

House and Garden, McWilliam
House

186 – 188 Princes Highway, Beverley Park

Local

I3

Figure 3. Detail from Heritage Map HER_007; the subject site is located within the blue lines. The heritage item
is marked brown. (Source: NSW Legislation Online,
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/epi/2013/313/maps).

1.3.2

Heritage Conservation Area

As depicted in Figure 3 above, the site is not located within the boundaries of any heritage
conservation area (‘HCA’) as listed in the KLEP.
1.3.3

Heritage Items in the Vicinity

As depicted in Figures 1 and 3, the proposed development of the site includes works within the vicinity
and visual catchment of a heritage item. Accordingly, the discussion in Section 6.0 of this SOHI of the
potential heritage impact of the proposal on heritage items in the vicinity is limited to I3.
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1.4

Purpose

The subject site is located in the vicinity of a heritage item which is listed under Schedule 5 of the KLEP.
Sections 5.10(4) and 5.10(5) of the KLEP require Georges River Council to assess the potential heritage
impact of non-exempt development, such as the proposed works (refer to Section 5.0), on the
heritage significance of the abovementioned heritage item and, also, to assess the extent (whether
negative, neutral or positive) to which the proposal would impact the heritage significance of that
heritage item. This assessment is carried out in Section 6.0 below.
As noted by Georges River Council in Pre-lodgement advice dated 20 July 2018, ‘the site is also
constrained by being located adjacent to land zoned R2 Low Density Residential to the south and southeast of the site. These constraints significantly limit the potential of the site to achieve both the
maximum permitted FSR and the maximum permitted height envisaged under the Kogarah LEP 2012
as Council would require the design to respond sympathetically to both the heritage item and the
adjacent low-density residential zone. On this basis, Council would not support any variation to height.
Any variation to height would be required to be supported by a submission under Clause 4.6 of the LEP,
which would be assessed on its merit.’
Accordingly, the applicant will make use of the Conservation Incentive clause Section 5.10(10) of the
KLEP 2012 which provides that Georges River Council can grant approval for an otherwise prohibited
proposal if it is satisfied that the conservation of the heritage item would not be adversely affected. It
is under this context that the following assessment is undertaken, and the necessary assessment of
heritage significance of the heritage item is undertaken.

1.5

Methodology

The methodology used in this SOHI is consistent with Statements of Heritage Impact and Assessing
Heritage Significance published by the Heritage Division of the NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage and has been prepared in accordance with the principles contained in the most recent edition
of The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance.

1.6

Authors

This Statement of Heritage Impact (‘SOHI’ or ‘report’) has been prepared by Paul Rappoport and
Sophie Barbera of Heritage 21, Heritage Consultants.

1.7

Limitations
•

This SOHI is based upon an assessment of the heritage issues only and does not purport to
have reviewed or in any way endorsed decisions or proposals of a planning or compliance
nature. It is assumed that compliance with non-heritage aspects of Council's planning
instruments, the BCA and any issues related to services, contamination, structural integrity,
legal matters or any other non-heritage matter is assessed by others.
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•

This SOHI essentially relies on secondary sources. Primary research has not necessarily been
included in this report, other than the general assessment of the physical evidence on site.

•

It is beyond the scope of this report to address Indigenous associations with the subject site.

•

It is beyond the scope of this report to locate or assess potential or known archaeological subsurface deposits on the subject site or elsewhere.

•

It is beyond the scope of this report to assess items of movable heritage.

•

Heritage 21 has only assessed aspects of the subject site that were visually apparent and not
blocked or closed or to which access was not given or was barred, obstructed or unsafe on the
day of the arranged inspection.
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2.0 HISTORICAL CONTEXT
2.1

Local History

This edited history has been sourced from the Dictionary of Sydney1 and The Book of Sydney Suburbs2:
Beverley Park is bounded by the Princes Highway, Rocky Point Road and Kogarah Bay. The original
inhabitants of the area were members of the Aboriginal Game gal (Kameygal) clan, part of the Dharug
language group. They were known as the people of Kamay which was the Aboriginal word for Botany
Bay. The southern tip of Beverley Park runs into Kogarah Bay, a wetland haven for wildlife foraging
and feeding amongst the mangroves and tidal waters. Beverley Park was low-lying and prone to
flooding, and for many years it remained undeveloped, used mainly for market gardening. Much of
the area now making up Beverley Park was crown land or originally granted to Matthew Carroll, one
of the first settlers to take up land in the Kogarah area.
Subdivision of the area began in about 1848. The early roads laid the foundation for the expansion of
the European settlement in the area: the railway and its accompanying tramway not only speeded up
the process but also changed the nature of settlement. In 1830s, punts were pulled across Cooks River
to meet the demand of a shorter route to south. The residential development of the area began during
the Depression years of the 1930s. Funding for the project was granted in 1937 and the reclamation,
drainage and subdivision were completed by the start of World War II. In 1988, the National Trust of
Australia (New South Wales) nominated part of Beverley Park as a conservation area for its value as a
rare example of a 1930s subdivision composed predominantly of Californian bungalows and the
quality of the streetscapes.
Today, Beverley Park remains essentially a residential area. Many of the houses in the area are singlestorey bungalows although redevelopment is taking place and many of the early post-war cottages
are now being extended or replaced.

2.2

186-188 Princes Highway – “Sunnyside”

This edited history has been sourced from ‘Sunnyside An Old Kogarah Residence’3:
The subject site is one of the oldest houses within the Kogarah Municipality. Described as a grand old
mansion, the site is thought to have been constructed before 1870. The first owner of the site was
Matthew Carroll, an Irish immigrant who is recorded to have built the grand stone mansion of two
stories. Known as Sunnyside, the residence was built with a slate roof, with French doors opening up
onto wide verandas, enhanced by iron lace railings. The lower level featured a ball room, drawing
room and morning room with a passageway leading from these entertainment areas to the service
area, kitchen, pantry and scullery. A grand cedar staircase lead to bedrooms upstairs. A coach house
was attached to the rear of the building. Mr. Carroll died in 1876 yet the site would continue to be the

1

Grellis, Alison, Beverley Park, Dictionary of Sydney, 2008, http://dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/beverley_park, viewed 09 Apr 2018
Pollon, Frances & Healy, Gerald (1988). The book of Sydney suburbs. Angus & Robertson, Sydney
3 Earnshaw, Beverley (2008). Sunnyside: an old Kogarah residence. Beverley Earnshaw], [Kogarah Bay, N.S.W]
2
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residence of the Carroll family until 1884, when the property and grounds were sold to a member of
the extended family, Patrick Joseph Lacey.
Figure 4. Image of the southwestern elevation. Note veranda
detailing and landscaping, including
fencing. The veranda did not always
extend to this elevation. c 1907.
(Source: Earnshaw, Beverley (2008).
Sunnyside: an old Kogarah
residence. Courtesy of P.Weston)

Patrick Lacey was well known in the shipping and business circles around Sydney and was a prominent
member within the municipal. During the late 1880’s Patrick and his brother-in-law, J.B Carroll, would
lobby for road and sewerage improvements surrounding Sunnyside and in 1888, Council voted to have
the Hudson’s Mill trackway, which lay to the west of Sunnyside, turned into a street which would be
called ‘Lacey Street’. In 1892, Patrick would become the elected Mayor of Kogarah whilst residing at
Sunnyside, however the site would be foreclosed upon during the depression that same year.
By 1906, the property had exchanged hands to Alice Maude McWilliam, wife of Frederick William
McWilliam, a Sydney accountant. The house was a gift to Maude McWilliam from her father, Robert
Jackson, a prominent businessman. The family resided at the house with their seven children. Records
show that some time after 1907 the front balcony was extended around three sides of the building
and at intervals, multi-paned glass panels were installed, particularly at the corners. During this time,
the landscape of Sunnyside extended to Lacey Street, and the side lawn held many charity events. The
house was set back from the road in three acres of grounds and surrounded by a picket fence. A
semicircular carriage drive brought visitors to the door. There was a tennis court, a croquet lawn and
plant nursery. At the rear of the building was an equestrian field for the children to train for riding
championships. A rear extension was also completed during this time. In 1923, the property was
mortgaged to Clara Stevenson, wife of a Boorowa grazier. The loom of the Great Depression coupled
with extra costs would lead to the eventual subdivision and sale of the grounds until only the house
remained.
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Figure 5. Image of early veranda columns, c. 1925. Note
veranda stonework (Source: Earnshaw, Beverley (2008).
Sunnyside: an old Kogarah residence. Courtesy of
J.Haslett)

Upon the sale of the dwelling in 1937, Sunnyside was converted into two flats. Rev. Frank Wilde was
situated on the ground floor, with a Marrickville butcher and his family taking residence within the
upper flat until the mid-1940s. At the outbreak of World War II, the iron lace railings were removed
from the balconies to be recycled for armaments and replaced with sheets of corrugated fibro.
Figure 6. Looking South along
Princes Highway at the
intersection with Jubilee
Avenue. c.1937. Note early
veranda detailing and original
setback of site from the Princes
Highway (Source: Kogarah
Library and Cultural Services.
Retrieved from:
https://kogarah.asn.au/historyof-kogarah/photographs-20thcentury/)

In 1941, Horace Elkington, a city clothing manufacturer purchased the house for his sister, Hilda, for
use as a private school. In 1943, Sherwood Private School, moved to the site and was fitted out with
school necessities, including a row of tiny hand basins in the rear room. Two temporary buildings were
erected in the yard. Classrooms were located on both floors by 1944. Miss Elkington would later
convert the upper story into her own residence. In 1959, Miss Elkington sold Sunnyside to Tecoma
Pty.Ltd.
Heritage21
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The new owners operated men’s rooming houses within the Kogarah Municipality and converted the
site into living quarters. The wide verandas were boxed in with weatherboards and partitions were
erected in the large rooms to provide accommodation. Extra lavatories were installed throughout the
dwelling. The haphazard and intrusive infills were seen as a local eyesore to the community and would
keep potential buyers at bay. The site would remain a boarding house for over 30 years.
Figure 7. Site during its
occupation as a male
rooming house. Note infill
of verandas and
surrounding landscape.
c.1977. (Source:
Earnshaw, Beverley
(2008). Sunnyside: an old
Kogarah residence,
Courtesy J.Lean, Kogarah
Historical Society)

The site was again listed in 1993, with the McDonald’s chain applying to turn the house and the
surrounding properties into another family restaurant. Strong opposition from the public would lead
to the rejection of the development application and the site was soon purchased by Neil Brown in
1995.
Figure 8. McDonald’s
failed Development
Application submitted to
Council. (Source:
Earnshaw, Beverley
(2008). Sunnyside: an old
Kogarah residence)

Mr. Brown would be instrumental in the restoration of the site over the next decade. Original timber
floor boards were exposed, ceilings were repaired, and seven original marble fireplaces were
discovered. External repairs to the site include:
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Upstairs veranda – staining
Front fence and driveway- built new in Victorian style
Exterior sandstone – paint removal
Damp course – repair
Chimneys – stone repairs, cleaned and cleared
Exterior

Roof slates – remove and re-nail all slates
Tessellated front door tiles – repair and replace
Leadlight in front door – repair and recreate missing panels
New external glass throughout (twice)
Downstairs veranda – replace and repair
Recreation of original door from front room into entrance hall
Front entrance – restoration

Internal repairs to the site include:
Full re-wire and re-plumbing
Staircase – paint removal, repair and French polish
Floors – repair and polish
Marble fireplaces – paint removal, restoration and cleaning
Timber mouldings – repairs throughout
Interior

Walls – repair and repaint all walls
Ceiling – some ceiling replacement
Cornices – repair and replace
Window frames – carpentry repairs
Doors – rehang, and fit new doors
Upstairs bathroom – full recreation
Downstairs bathroom - new

In 2014, the site was purchased by Judith Brown (no relation) who would further the restoration of
the site and would adapt its use into a sewing and tea rooms business.
The following timeline has been supplied by Georges River Council:
Timeline

Description

1860-1870

Sunnyside was built as a two-storey sandstone farmhouse with slate roof on a property with
horse stables – no plans of this exist within Council’s archives

1906-1923

Mrs McWilliam gave riding lessons and Fred McWilliam bred bulldogs on the property – no
plans from this era exist in Kogarah Council’s archives

1937

The house was converted into flats, with the ground floor rented out as a Church of England
rectory – no plans of this exist in Kogarah Council’s archives.

1941

Sunnyside sold for £1400, so that Sherwood kindergarten and primary School could use the
property – no plans of this exist in Kogarah Council’s archives.

1951

Building Application 421/1951 – Fibro additions. Plans may exist in Kogarah’s archives

1959

The house served for decades as a boarding house for men, with boxed-in verandahs and
basic timber cladding. Rooms were rented out in the early 1990s for $46 to $80 a week.
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1992

Building Application 649/1992 and Development Application 273/1992 – Upgrades for fire
ordnance. Plans from 1992 show the layout of the house.

1995

Current owner purchased Sunnyside.

1997

Building Application 145/1997 – Fence

2003

Development Application 212/2003 – Garage & Carport

2014

Development Application 49/2014 – Use of the existing heritage building for tea rooms,
haberdashery shop & sewing classes & construction of car parking & pavilion.
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3.0 PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
3.1

Setting & Streetscape

The section of the Princes Highway where the site is located displays built forms which date from the
early 20th century, through to more recent constructions. Directly opposite the site, on the northern
side of Princes Highway, is a row of one to two storey residential and commercial developments, and
to the west (Lacey Street façades) of the site is a row of one to two storey residential developments.
Built forms become denser to the north-west and east of the site, where development becomes more
commercialized. The streetscape is well-treed and exhibits wide, grassed verges, which offset the busy
arterial road.

3.2
3.2.1

Heritage Item – 186-188 Princes Highway
Exterior

The building is a two-storey sandstone residence of Victorian Federation style. The symmetrical façade
of the dwelling is enveloped in fine exposed sandstone. French doors open onto the ground and first
floor verandas, which are constructed of stone (ground floor) and non-original timber (first floor). A
single storey wing expands to the south-east of the building and contains the original kitchen and
scullery rooms (since converted). A non-original single storey extension resides to the north-east of
the sandstone wing and is constructed of timber, plasterboard and face brick construction. A disability
access ramp is located against this extension and enters the rear of the building. Four sandstone
chimneys cap the pyramid hipped slate roof. A fifth chimney is located to the rear of the dwelling,
above the original kitchen. A detailed exterior description is presented below:
Exterior
Area

Description

North-west
Facade

The north-west façade is legible from the Princes Highway and is the most visible façade
from the surrounding streetscape (refer to Figure 9). Many of the key Victorian Federation
architectural features are evident including, French doors, exposed masonry, and expansive
verandas. The ground floor displays symmetrical openings (refer to Figure12). A subtle
protrusion to each end of the verandas evokes Victorian Regency detail and expands over
both floors of the dwelling (refer to Figure 12). The sandstone chimney stacks are evident
from this elevation.

North-east
Facade

This facade has been modified over time, including the construction of non-original doorway
(refer to Figure 15) to the original sandstone dwelling, and a 1920s, non-original, skillion
roofed addition protrudes to the rear of the original structure (refer to Figures 13 & 14). A
disability access ramp is located along this façade (refer to Figure 14). Drainage piping is
evident from this elevation (refer to Figures 14 & 15). Further fenestration is evident from
this elevation, as are the original chimneys.

South-east
Facade

The south-east façade predominately features the sandstone wall and parapet of the original
stable (refer to Figure 16), and the non-original addition (refer to Figure 13). A small nonoriginal staircase to the addition is evident from this elevation (refer to Figure 13).
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South-west
Facade

The south-west façade features the entry doorway to the site and additional fenestration
further east along the elevation, which are often mirrored and symmetrical in size and
location. Decorated tiling features to the main entry of the building (refer to Figure 17).
Three of the dwelling’s chimneys are visible from this elevation, including the smaller
chimney to the single-story wing of the building (refer to Figure 18).

Surrounding
landscape

The landscape undulates around the dwelling. The building is immediately surrounded by
stone and gravel (refer to Figures 19 & 20). A large gravel and dirt driveway extends along
the south-western facade towards the front entryway (refer to Figure 21) and along the
north-west façade. Grassed areas, and a number of small to young shrubs and trees
surround the site (refer to Figures 23 &24). Non-original structures and fencing appear to the
frontage and rear of the site, including birdfeeders, seating, sheds and large pergola. Nonoriginal pier and infill fencing is constructed with stone, metal and infilled hedging to the
Princes Highway frontage. Non-original yet mature trees are located to the street frontage.
including a substantial eucalyptus tree and palm trees (refer to Figure 22).

3.2.2

Interior

The interior of the site expands over two floors, with a ground floor wing to the south-east of the
dwelling. As detailed in Section 2.2, the interior of the site has undergone a substantial amount of
modifications due to its varying occupancy. As such, some of the internal elements are non-original to
the site. As part of the proposed works pertain to the ground floor wing of the heritage item, this
physical assessment of the current building will focus on the interior of this area alone. A detailed
interior description is presented below:
Interior
Area

Description

Ground Floor South-east
wing (original)

As detailed in Section 2.2, the original kitchen, scullery, stables and work
areas were situated within the confines of this area. Some original elements
have been retained throughout the life span of the dwelling, including
kitchen tiles (preserved under modern flooring - refer to Figure 29), original
timber lintels, doorways and thresholds. Due to the enclosure of the original
exterior wall (refer to Figure 25), the sandstone brickwork and external
fenestration have been retained in original forms, including the recent
discovery and reintroduction of an original window (refer to Figure 26). As
evident in Figures 25 to 26, some of the sandstone was previously painted.
Three rooms expand the layout of this enclosed area (a bathroom, bedroom
and kitchen), with a smaller room (converted bathroom) to the rear which
has not been enclosed by the later addition (refer to Figure 13).

Ground Floor south-east
wing (later addition)

The later addition to the site is constructed of timber and plasterboard
which have been elevated to the level of the original wing by face brickwork.
Two large internal openings face the expansive sandstone wall of the
original exterior (refer to Figures 26 & 27). Interior non-original elements
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include timber floorboards, florescent lighting and fenestration to the northeast and south-east elevations. No interior elements are original to site.

3.3

190 Princes Highway & 2-6 Lacey Street

The proposed works include the demolition of built forms that are adjacent to the heritage item. As
such, the below provides a brief overview of the physical setting of the current built forms:
Address

Description

190 Princes Highway

Single storey face brick house, situated on the corner of Princes Highway and Lacey
Street. Constructed pre-1943 and has undergone modifications to the south-east
elevation. Features entrances to exterior entrances with some leadlight window
details.

2 Lacey Street

Single storey face brick house, situated on a stone slab. Constructed pre-1943 with
slight modifications to the north-east elevation. The entrance way is situated to the
south-east elevation. The original setback of the site has been retained.

4 Lacey Street

Single storey rendered brick dwelling. Constructed pre-1943 and undergone slight
modifications to the north-east elevation. The entrance way is situated to the
north-west elevation. The original setback of the site has been retained.

6 Lacey Street

Single storey rendered brick dwelling, situated on the corner of Lacey Street and
Wyuna Street. Constructed pre-1943, the site has been extensively modified and
extended to the north-east elevation. The original setback of the building from the
Lacey Street and Wyuna Street has been retained.

3.4

Condition and Integrity

The current form of the heritage-listed item has retained legibility of the original scale and character
of the dwelling. Additionally, the external addition (noted in Section 3.2) is clearly identifiable as a
later addition due to the unsympathetic materials, form and scale of its construction. However, as
stated in Section 2.2, the site has been occupied by various owners and operators and as such, many
original elements have been replaced with like-for-like materials. Further, some areas of the heritage
item are in need of repair, including the first-floor veranda.

3.5

Views

The primary view from the site is made the Princes Highway. The topography of the locale, as well as
the siting of the item and adjacent built forms, results in the only meaningful view to the item being
made from directly in front, facing south-east.
The masonry structure of the shed, first floor balcony and the chimneys are visible from Wyuna and
Lacey Streets, to the rear (south) and side (west) respectively. Accordingly, the impact of the proposal
on these places is discussed in the Assessment of Heritage Impact below.
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3.6

Images

The following photographs, taken by Heritage 21on 15.02.2018, provide a visual survey of the site and
its setting.

Figure 9. View of the subject site from Prince Highway.
Heritage item to the left of frame.

Figure 10. View from Lacey Street towards the proposed
sites of demolition.

Figure 11. View of heritage item from the surrounding
streetscape of Lacey Street. Note obstructed view lines.

Figure 12. View of heritage item from the Princes Highway.
Note young shrubs to the rear landscape.

Figure 13. View of original sandstone wing and non-original
timber and face brick structure.

Figure 14. View north-west towards heritage item. Note
intrusive non-original addition to the left of frame, and the
later pergola structure.
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Figure 15. View towards north-east elevation. Note
modified doorway and non-original fencing.

Figure 16. View towards north-east elevation of non-original
addition. Note later disability access ramp, and original
stone parapet of original structure to the left of frame.

Figure 17. View of main entrance way, situated on the
south-west elevation.

Figure 18. View of south-west elevation, including original
fenestration and chimney stacks. Note non-original
landscaping and fencing.

Figure 19. View of north-west elevation. Note stone and
gravel surrounding the dwelling.

Figure 20. View of stone paving surrounding the heritage
item.
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Figure 21. View of north-west frontage to Princes Highway.
Note gravel driveway and landscaping.

Figure 22. View towards Princes Highway. Note mature, yet
non-original eucalyptus tree and palm trees.

Figure 23. View of the young, non-original trees and shrubs
to the rear of the site.

Figure 24. View of non-original landscape to the Princes
Highway frontage.

Figure 25. View of the interior hallway of the heritage item.
The sandstone wall to the right of frame is the original
external wall of the wing.

Figure 26. View towards original external window. Note
remains of red paint to sandstone wall.
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Figure 27. View south-east towards rear of non-original
addition.

Figure 28. View of original threshold of the original external
wall.

Figure 29. View of rear kitchen. Note modern flooring covers
the original tiled kitchen floor.

Figure 30. Internal view of proposed gym area.
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4.0 HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
4.1

Established Significance

The following Statement of Significance is available for the site on the State Heritage Inventory:4
This substantial 2 storey sandstone residence is historically significant as it is
representative of the establishments which developed along the main transport routes.
With the removal of the infilled verandahs this residence is a rare, good example of a grand
Victorian Regency residence.

4.2

Assessment of Heritage Significance

In order to assess whether the proposed development to the subject site would have either a negative,
neutral or positive impact upon the significance of the subject place, it is necessary first to ascertain
its significance. The assessment carried out below is based upon criteria specified by the NSW Office
of Environment and Heritage.5
Criterion

Assessment

A. Historical Significance

The subject site is one of the oldest houses within the Kogarah
Municipality, is situated along one of Sydney’s main
thoroughfare roadways and is thought to have been
constructed before 1870. The site is also intangibly linked to
the redevelopment and improvement of roadways
surrounding the area.

An item is important in the course, or pattern, of
NSW’s (or the local area’s) cultural or natural
history.

As such, the subject site contributes to the historical narrative
of the early history of Kogarah.
B. Associative Significance
An item has strong or special association with the
life or works of a person, or group of persons, of
importance in NSW’s (or the local area’s) cultural or
natural history.
C. Aesthetic Significance
An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic
characteristics and/or high degree of creative or
technical achievement in NSW (or the local area).

Originally constructed as a private residence, it was once
owned and occupied by Patrick Lacey, an early Mayor of
Kogarah Municipality and local figure who actively lobbied for
and improved the amenities of the local area. As such, the
item meets the criterion for associational significance.
Although modified since its original construction, the dwelling
is a good example of a Victorian Federation-period residential
dwelling, and displays early contributory features including its
form and scale, and original chimney stacks. Later additions
demonstrate sympathy to the original style and contribute to
the overall aesthetic character of the dwelling, although it is
evident that some of the existing fabric to the exterior of the
dwelling is not original or early to its construction.

4

House and Garden, McWilliam House. NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, ‘State Heritage Inventory’, Search for NSW Heritage,
n.d., http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/heritagesearch.aspx.
5 NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, ‘Statements of Heritage Impact’ (Heritage Office and Department of Urban Affairs & Planning,
1996), NSW Heritage Manual, http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf.
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Accordingly, the dwelling itself cannot be assessed as
demonstrating aesthetic significance, although we note the
existence of contributory early fabric and sympathetic later
introduced fabric.
The landmark qualities of this building is no longer apparent
due to realignment of the Princes Highway which has
increased its setback from the roadway and the surrounding
development of residential and commercial buildings which
has obstructed the views and vistas towards the site.
D. Social Significance
An item has a strong or special association with a
particular community or cultural group in NSW (or
the local area) for social, cultural or spiritual
reasons.

The site is socially significant to the surrounding community
due to its established historical use as a rectory, elementary
school and public housing dwelling. Further, as noted above,
it has been assessed that any unsympathetic development to
the site has provided evidence of the community’s active
involvement with the retention of the building and its cultural
values.
As such, the item meets the criterion for social significance.

E. Technical/Research Significance
An item has potential to yield information that will
contribute to an understanding of NSW’s (or the
local area’s) cultural or natural history.
F. Rarity
An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered
aspects of NSW’s (or the local area’s) cultural or
natural history (state significance).
G. Representativeness
An item is important in demonstrating the principal
characteristics of a class of NSW’s (or the local
area’s) cultural or natural places or cultural or
natural environments.

4.3

There is no evidence to suggest that the building
demonstrates construction techniques other than those
commonly employed at the time. The subject site therefore
does not meet the requirements of this criterion.
The site is a rare example of a two-storey sandstone dwelling
located along the ridge of a prominent Sydney transport
route. As such, the item meets the criterion for rare
significance.
The subject site is representative of the early establishment of
residential housing along the main transport routes out of
Sydney. However, due to the reduced allotment and later,
non-original yet sympathetic modifications to the dwelling,
the subject site does not demonstrate the earlier history of
the site and its principal characteristics.

Statement of Cultural Significance

Sunnyside is a rare and early example of a prominent Kogarah residence which has been altered
extensively over its life to reflect the social standing and status of its changing ownership. The early
development of the property is associated with Patrick Lacey, an early Mayor of Kogarah Municipality
and local figure who actively lobbied for and improved the amenities of the local area. The house and
surrounding gardens have been significantly altered, producing a non-original yet sympathetic
aesthetic response to the original development.
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5.0 WORKS PROPOSED
5.1

Description of Proposal

The proposed development would include:
Proposed works to heritage listed item
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partial major demolition of non-original fabric to the item;
Change of use for one room (bedroom to communal gymnasium) pertaining to the original ground
floor wing;
Partial removal of non-original existing young landscape and landscape structures;
Introduction of metal hood awnings to openings;
Partial modifications to three rear openings; and
As recommended by Council’s Heritage Advisor:
•
Replacement of non-original veranda
•
Reinstatement of three windows (2 replacing non-original doorways)
•
Works to non-original internal ceilings, cornices and flooring
•
Repointing to mortar joints

Proposed works to surrounding allotments
•
•
•

5.2

Demolition of properties located at 2 -6 Lacey Street, Beverley Park;
Demolition of property locate at 199 Princes Highway, Beverley Park;
Construction of a 7-storey residential apartment block (and sub terrain two level parking garage) to
the south-west and south-east of the heritage-listed item

Drawings

Specific details of the proposed alterations and additions are shown in drawings by PBD Architects
dated 26 October 2018 and received by Heritage 21 on the 26 October 2018. These are partly
reproduced below at small scale for reference purposes; the full-size drawings accompanying the
application should be referred to for any details.
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Figure 31. Proposed demolition plan of subject site and adjacent properties

Figure 32. Proposed demolition plan of first floor of the heritage item
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Figure 33. Proposed demolition plan of heritage item

Figure 34. Proposed ground floor plan of heritage item
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Figure 35. Proposed first floor plan of heritage item

Figure 36. Proposed view from corner of Princes Highway and Lacey Street
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Figure 37. Proposed form and view from Princes Highway

Figure 38. Proposed aerial view of site
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Figure 39. Proposed elevations from Wyuna Street

Figure 40. Proposed elevation from Princes Highway
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Figure 41. Proposed landscape plan

Figure 43. Proposed Material Schedule
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6.0 ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE IMPACT
6.1

Heritage Management Framework

Below we outline the heritage-related statutory and non-statutory constraints applicable to the
subject site including the objectives, controls and considerations which are relevant to the proposed
development as described in Section 5.0 above. These constraints and requirements form the basis of
this Heritage Impact Assessment.
6.1.1

Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012

The statutory heritage conservation requirements contained in Section 5.10 of the Kogarah LEP 2012
are pertinent to any heritage impact assessment for future development on the subject site. The
relevant clauses for the site and proposal are:
(1) Objectives
(2) Requirement for consent
(4) Effect of proposed development on heritage significance
(5) Heritage assessment
(10) Conservation Incentives
6.1.2

Kogarah Development Control Plan 2013

Our assessment of heritage impact also considers the heritage-related sections of Kogarah
Development Control Plan 2013 (KDCP) that are pertinent to the subject site and proposed
installation. These include:
BI. Heritage & Heritage Conservation Areas
1.1 General Controls
C2 Medium Density Housing
6.1.3

NSW Office of Environment & Heritage guidelines

In its guidelines for the preparation of Statements of Heritage Impact, the NSW Office of Environment
& Heritage provides a list of considerations in the form of questions aiming at directing and triggering
heritage impact assessments.6 These are divided in sections to match the different types of proposal
that may occur on a heritage item, item in a heritage conservation area or in the vicinity of heritage.
Below are listed the considerations which are most relevant to the proposed development as outlined
in Section 5.0 of this report.

6

Ibid.
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Guidelines
Major partial demolition (including internal elements)
• Is the demolition essential for the heritage item to function?
• Are particular features of the item affected by the demolition (e.g. fireplaces in buildings)?
• Is the detailing of the partial demolition sympathetic to the heritage significance of the item (e.g.
creating large square openings in internal walls rather than removing the wall altogether)?
• If the partial demolition is a result of the condition of the fabric, is it certain that the fabric cannot be
repaired?
Minor additions (see also minor partial demolition)
• How is the impact of the addition on the heritage significance of the item to be minimised?
• Can the additional area be located within an existing structure? If no, why not?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item?
• Is the addition sited on any known, or potentially significant archaeological deposits? If so, have
alternative positions for the additions been considered?
• Are the additions sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g. form, proportions, design)?
Change of Use
• Has the advice of a heritage consultant or structural engineer been sought? Has the consultant’s advice
been implemented? If not, why not?
• Does the existing use contribute to the significance of the heritage item?
• Why does the use need to be changed?
• What changes to the fabric are required as a result of the change of use?
• What changes to the site are required as a result of the change of use?
New development adjacent to a heritage item (including additional buildings and dual occupancies)
• How is the impact of the new development on the heritage significance of the item or area to be
minimised?
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent to a heritage item?
• How does the curtilage allowed around the heritage item contribute to the retention of its heritage
significance?
• How does the new development affect views to, and from, the heritage item? What has been done to
minimise negative effects?
• Is the development sited on any known, or potentially significant archaeological deposits? If so, have
alternative sites been considered? Why were they rejected?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage item? In what way (e.g. form, siting, proportions,
design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage item? How has this been minimised?
• Will the public, and users of the item, still be able to view and appreciate its significance?
New landscape works and features (including carparks and fences)
• How has the impact of the new work on the heritage significance of the existing landscape been
minimised?
• Has evidence (archival and physical) of previous landscape work been investigated? Are previous works
being reinstated?
• Has the advice of a consultant skilled in the conservation of heritage landscapes been sought? If so,
have their recommendations been implemented?
• Are any known or potential archaeological deposits affected by the landscape works? If so, what
alternatives have been considered?
• How does the work impact on views to, and from, adjacent heritage items?
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6.1.4

Georges River Council Heritage Advisor Comments

Further, we note the response from Georges River Council’s heritage advisor during the pre-DA
discussions (letter dated 20 July 2018) as part of the assessment. A copy of the identified heritage
issues is presented in Appendix C.

6.2

Heritage Impact Assessment

6.2.1

Impact of proposed works on views to and from heritage listed item

As detailed in Sections 1.3 and 3.5 above, the proposed works shares primary and secondary views
with the heritage item. The impact of the proposed works on these view lines is assessed as follows:
•

The proposed works would improve the visual relationship between the heritage item from
the primary streetscape of Princes Highway by increasing the setback of the proposed
development from the corner of Princes Highway and Lacey Street;

•

The proposed works retain a legible distance from the heritage-listed item;

•

The proposed works would not affect the non-original yet mature landscape to the Princes
Highway frontage; and

•

While the scale and form of the proposed built forms to the south-west and south-east of the
site would generate an impact on the secondary view lines from Lacey Street and Wyuna
Street, Heritage 21 has found the combination of the surrounding topography, siting of the
item, and the existing built forms already display a limited visual relationship to the heritage
item (refer to Figures 9 to 11). As such, we assess that the proposed works would have a
neutral impact upon the already obstructed secondary view lines.

Heritage 21 has assessed that the proposed development would engender a neutral impact upon the
view lines to and from the site. However, Heritage 21 recognises that the proposed works have aimed
to mitigate any negative impact upon the relationship between the subject site by retaining a
significant curtilage around the heritage-listed item to improve the subject site’s legibility and visual
relationship to the surrounding streetscape. Further, we note that the increased set back from the
corner of Princes Highway and Lacey Street would promote the visual relationship and view lines from
this axises.
6.2.2

Assessment against Kogarah Local Environmental Plan 2012

(1) Objectives
The proposal intends to conserve and restore the heritage item on site and all new works are intended
to be subservient to the existing characteristics of the site, setting and heritage significance of the
item. By retaining the heritage item and proposed adaptive reuse of the item into a more public use,
the proposal would facilitate the granting of consent based on the impact assessment carried out
herein.
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(2) Requirement for consent
The owner of the property is aware of the objectives to conserve environmental heritage of Kogarah
and intends to repair and reinstate the subject heritage item including the associated fabric.
Understanding that the proposal would fall under non-exempt development, the application includes
the required documentation to facilitate the approval process for Georges River Council.
(4) Effect of proposed development on heritage significance
Heritage 21 is of the opinion that the proposal would be sympathetic to the heritage item and would
conserve the heritage item. It is of major importance that the dwelling remains in its location as one
the only remaining sandstone houses in the area. Conserving the house on site will add to the amenity
of the area by creating a historically significant link of the dwelling to the intended communal area.
The setting of the house on the corner of the site will retain a curtilage by the retention of the gardens
to the north-west and west of the dwelling and the public space to the east. Currently located on a
prominent street corner with significant views to the site from Princes Highway and Lacey Street,
conservation of the house in its original location will establish a positive visual impact as a prominent
heritage landmark.
(5) Heritage Assessment
This Statement of Heritage Impact and a separate Schedule of Conservation Works has been prepared
as part of this application to ensure the long-term conservation of the item. Further mitigation
measures have been recommended as part of this assessment.
(10) Conservation Incentives
Below we outline the heritage-related statutory and non-statutory constraints applicable to the
subject site including the objectives, controls and considerations which are relevant to the proposed
development as described in Section 5.0 above. These constraints and requirements form the basis of
this Heritage Impact Assessment.
Planning Control 5.10.10
(a) the conservation of
the heritage item or
Aboriginal place of
heritage significance is
facilitated by the granting
of consent, and
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Assessment
The current condition of the subject property is in a generally good state,
however, intrusive additions and sympathetic yet inauthentic
modifications have impacted the legibility of the subject dwelling as an
early Victorian dwelling. Further, the sandstone elevations of the
dwelling are in poor to good condition, due to water ingress and
unsympathetic mortar joints. The utilisation of the Clause 5.10.10 –
Conservation Incentives, has been opted for in order to facilitate the
conservation and reinstatement of the item. Thus, a non-permissible use
for the site has been selected to ensure that the proposed development
would be able to generate funding to allow the long-term conservation
and on-going maintenance of the item.
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(b) the proposed
development is in
accordance with a
heritage management
document that has been
approved by the consent
authority, and

(c) the consent to the
proposed development
would require that all
necessary conservation
work identified in the
heritage management
document is carried out,
and

(d) the proposed
development would not
adversely affect the
heritage significance of
the heritage item,
including its setting, or the
heritage significance of
the Aboriginal place of
heritage significance, and

(e) the proposed
development would not
have any significant
adverse effect on the
amenity of the
surrounding area.
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Accordingly, Heritage 21 believes that the proposal satisfies the test
under the subclause (a)
The conservation of the dwelling in accordance with the Heritage
Management document (see Appendix 1) and maintaining it, would
ensure the participation of people from the local area and surrounds of
the early colonial heritage of the site as a former private residence and
community space would create greater participation and understanding
of the cultural significance of the area and location of the site through
the use of interpretation which can be included as a council condition in
the approval of the subject DA.
Accordingly, Heritage 21 believes that the proposal satisfies the test
under the subclause (b)
Detailing of proposed conservation works to the heritage item in
particular the restoration of the dwelling to a more authentic, periodappropriate detail (its early inhabitation as a Victorian late 1800’s
building) is outlined in the Heritage Management Document which is
submitted as part of this proposal. – Appendix A
Refer to the proposed works to the dwelling as set out in the Heritage
Management Document which is submitted as part of this proposal.
Appendix A
Accordingly, Heritage 21 believes that the proposal satisfies the test
under the subclause (c )
The existing and introduced landscaping would conserve the historical
significance of the site by maintaining the historical use of the subject site
as a communal and public space. The new buildings proposed for the site
would be significantly set back form the heritage dwelling by retaining
the historical set back of the dwelling and conserving its dominant street
frontage. The inclusion of an increased setback of the proposed works
from the Princes Highway and Lacey Street will reduce the scale of this
axis, creating open view lines to and from the heritage item thus ensuring
that the scale would not have a negative impact on the heritage item.
The conversion of the rear of the dwelling into a communal area would
primarily remain within the footprint of the current intrusive rear
addition while retaining its single storey scale, and re-introducing the
original rear elevation of the sandstone, thus conserving its aesthetic
significance.
Accordingly, Heritage 21 believes that the proposal satisfies the test
under the subclause (d )
The proposal has retained through the use of open space and appropriate
visual setting that adds to the cultural significance of the dwelling in a
public setting in situ. The set back of the proposed works and the
consideration of creating an underground car park would not adversely
affect the setting or relationship of the dwelling to streetscape and its
cultural significance to the area. Further we note that the proposal
incorporates the introduction of a communal facility that is currently
unavailable in the immediate vicinity.
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Accordingly, Heritage 21 believes that the proposal satisfies the test
under the subclause ( e )

.
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6.2.3

Proposed works to a Heritage Item - Assessment against Kogarah DCP 2013

As acknowledged in Section 5.1, some of the proposed works pertain to the heritage item itself. As such, Heritage 21 has identified objectives from the KDCP
against which these proposed works can be assessed. Heritage 21 finds the following:
Section BI

Heritage & Heritage Conservation Areas

I.I General Controls
Control

Assessment

Objectives
(a) New development, including development on sites
adjacent to heritage items must respect the
architectural character of a heritage item and
complement and enhance their significance and
setting.
(b) Landscape features are to be retained where they
contribute to the heritage significance of the item.
Neutral

Comment
The proposed plans and elevations depicted in Section 5.2 show a defined respect for the
original fenestration, form and external façade of the heritage item. As noted in Section 5.1,
the site of demolition pertains to the plasterboard addition and has been assessed as an
intrusive, non-original element which has no significance to the original built form of the
dwelling. This non-original element has enclosed the original exterior wall of the south-east
wing, preventing the legibility of this area as an original extension of the site. Further, the
retention of the heritage item within a larger new development would prolong the life span
and maintenance of the dwelling. As such, from a heritage perspective, its removal is
supportable. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage Management Document regarding
the proposed removal of material to this area.
The proposed minor additions (refer to Section 5.2) to this rear area of the heritage-listed
item would be of neutral impact and would be seen as a contemporary response to the
significance of the site. The additions do not seek to replicate or dominate the heritage
character of the dwelling. Further, the proposed works to this area are assessed as reversible
and removable. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage Management Document
regarding the proposed works.
The proposed removal and reinstatement of an earlier, period-appropriate veranda shows a
defined respect for the original and early front façade. Further, we note that the proposed
works are seen as a contemporary yet complimentary response, and do not seek to replicate
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or dominate the heritage character of the building. Heritage 21 notes that the proposed
veranda responds to the documented earlier veranda (refer to Figures 4 & 5) and was
influenced by Council’s heritage advisor’s comments (refer to Appendix C). Further, we note
the positive impact the removal and re-instatement of an earlier, period-appropriate veranda
would provide upon the public domain and the site’s legibility as an early sandstone building
along a main transport route. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage Management
Document regarding the proposed works.
Additionally, the proposed re-instatement of original window openings to the ground floor
north-eastern elevation and the first-floor north-western elevation will remove non-original
doorways and re-introduce the original fenestration to these elevations. The proposed works
are supportable from a heritage perspective, due to the re-introduction of a sympathetic yet
authentic façade to the Princes Highway. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage
Management Document regarding the proposed works.
The proposed change of use to the rear internal room of the ground floor (refer to Figure 30)
are generally supportable as the proposed modifications to this area re-instates the original
fenestration to the elevation. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage Management
Document regarding the proposed works. However, no details of the internal area have been
supplied, therefore recommendations to further mitigate any potential impact of the
proposed works are set out in Section 7.3 below.
The proposed works to the two rear openings (Figures 28 and 29) is generally supportable
(based on the methodology statement provided by RJC Stonemasons - refer to Appendix B)
from a heritage perspective, as the modification of fabric to this area would not impact on
the significance of the item as a whole and is seen as a neutral impact due to the introduction
of compliant access works that would provide further communal access to local residents,
therefore reinforcing the site’s community driven historical narrative for marginalized
members of the local community. However, recommendations to further mitigate any
potential impact of the proposed works are set out in Section 7.3 below. Refer to Appendix A
for a detailed Heritage Management Document regarding the proposed works.
Heritage21
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The proposed works to the rear timber opening (Figure 13) is generally supportable as the
proposed works pertain to elements that are not original to site (refer to Appendix D for
previous DA submission plans). Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage Management
Document regarding the proposed works.
The proposed works pertaining to the rear interior and the rear exterior and would not be
seen from the significant view line from the Princes Highway and as such would not alter the
site’s legibility from this significant viewpoint.
The proposed works to the heritage item also includes the repairs to all sandstone elevations,
including repointing to all mortar joints and investigating/ responding to salt-impacted
stonework. It is the opinion of Heritage 21 that the proposed works would implore a positive
impact upon the heritage item due to the removal of unsympathetic mortar joints and the
conservation of the original sandstone elevations. As such, the proposed works are
supportable from a heritage perspective. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed Heritage
Management Document regarding the proposed works. Further, we note that the proposed
works incorporate the introduction of hood metal awnings to the dwelling’s openings. It is
the opinion of Heritage 21 that this sympathetic and period-appropriate element would
support the longevity of the existing openings and is supportable from a heritage perspective.
As noted in Section 1.3.1, the surrounding garden is registered as part of the heritage-listed
item. As depicted in Figure 41, the proposed works include the removal of non-original
landscape features, including metal fencing, a timber pergola, four small, non-original shrubs
and a young jacaranda tree of recent planting. As identified in Section 3.2.1 and evident in
Figures 4 to 7, the surrounding landscape has been continuously modified throughout its
lifetime. Further, the locations of these elements are towards the rear of the site and are not
clearly visible from the significant viewpoint from the Princes Highway. As such, Heritage 21
has identified that these elements are not original to the site’s construction and do not
contribute to the significance of the site or of the streetscape. Their removal is supportable
from a heritage perspective.
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As identified in Figure 41 above, the proposed works include the retention of existing mature
trees to the north-west boundary. It is our assessment that these proposed landscaping works
would generate a positive impact to the site through the retention of its presentation to the
streetscape. Further, the introduction of additional landscaping to the surrounding
communal areas (particularly the north, north west and eastern locations) is supportable
from a heritage perspective, due to the retention and introduction of a formalised and
appropriate garden setting. Additionally, we note the proposed re-instatement of sandstone
flagstone to the ground floor veranda is supportable from a heritage perspective, as the
proposed works would re-introduce earlier paving (refer to Figure 5) to the immediate area
and responds to the existing use of slate by introducing a slate lip to the surrounding edge.
As depicted in Section 5.0, the proposed finishes would provide the subject site with a
contemporary neutral response that would support the legibility of the site as a
contemporary response to the heritage item, whilst also retaining the aesthetic integrity of
the site through consistent hues to the development elevations. Further, the proposed
materials and colour scheme have been selected to res pond to Council’s heritage advisors’
comments (as noted in Section 6.2.4 and depicted in Appendix C), incorporating sandstone
and timber elements into the proposed development. Additionally, we note that the colour
palette responds to the earthy tones of the heritage item. As such, the proposed scheme is
supportable from a heritage perspective.
Further works to the interior of the subject dwelling include the removal of later
modifications that are sympathetic to the long history of the site yet display inauthentic
elements and detailing (non-original ceilings, cornices and flooring). It is the opinion of
Heritage 21 that the proposed internal works reflect the external need for a sympathetic yet
authentic response to the original façade of the subject dwelling and view the internal
changes as a complimentary response to the site’s origins. Further, we note that these
modifications would support the overall legibility of the site as an early development along a
prime transport route. However, we note the retention of the later yet original pressed metal
ceiling and cornices to the ground floor bedroom as a positive response to the later
Heritage21
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modifications at the site. The conservation of these elements would provide legible evidence
of the later adaptions of the dwelling, further affording the public to interpret the long history
of the site. However, in order to provide additional context to the historical significance of
the site, we provide recommendation in Section 7.3 of this report. Refer to Appendix A for a
detailed Heritage Management Document regarding the proposed works.

6.2.4

Proposed development adjacent to a Heritage Item - Assessment against Kogarah DCP 2013

As acknowledged in Section 5.1, proposed works encompass work to the area surrounding the heritage-listed item. As such, Heritage 21 has identified
objectives from the KDCP against which these proposed works can be assessed. Heritage 21 finds the following:
I. Heritage Controls
I.I General Controls
Control

Assessment

Objectives
(a) New development, including development on sites
adjacent to heritage items must respect the
architectural character of a heritage item and
complement and enhance their significance and
setting.
(b) Landscape features are to be retained where they
contribute to the heritage significance of the item.

Comment
As depicted in Section 5.2 above, the step-back of the bulk from the Princes Highway
view line is sympathetic to the form and scale of the heritage item and do not wish to
dominate the surrounding setting from this view point. Further, the proposed new
development to the corner of Princes Highway and Lacey Street would reduce the
existing setback of the dwelling located at 190 Princes Highway, introducing new view
lines to and from the heritage item.

Neutral

The proposed new built forms would provide a legible response to the heritage-listed
item and afford the public the ability to interpret the site as a new development.
The proposed plans clearly aim to retain and enhance the heritage item in the vicinity
by removing intrusive fabric, reinstating the original rear wing of the building and reintroducing a period-appropriate veranda to the front facade, encouraging the legibility
of the building from the proposed public domain.
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As depicted in Section 5.2, the proposed works include new landscape of the areas
surrounding the heritage item. It is our assessment that these proposed landscaping
works would generate a positive impact to the site through the enhancement of its
presentation to the streetscape and surrounding proposed development.
The proposed plans and elevations depicted in Section 5.2 show a defined respect for
the existing fenestration, form, scale and external façade of the heritage item and are
seen as a sympathetic and contemporary response to the significance of the site.
Further, the proposed works demonstrate a clear understanding of early subdivision of
the area by introducing articulated forms to the Lacey Street frontage of the new
development.
As depicted in Section 5.0, the proposed finishes would provide the subject site with a
contemporary neutral response that would support the legibility of the site as a
contemporary response to the heritage item, whilst also retaining the aesthetic integrity
of the site through consistent hues to the development elevations. Further, the
proposed materials and colour scheme have been selected to res pond to Council’s
heritage advisors’ comments (as noted in Section 6.2.4 and depicted in Appendix C),
incorporating sandstone, slate and timber elements into the proposed development.
Additionally, we note that the colour palette responds to the earthy tones of the
heritage item. As such, the proposed scheme is supportable from a heritage perspective.

C2 Medium Density Housing
6. Building Setback
Controls

Assessment

(2) For multi dwelling housing proposed in accordance
with Clause 18 of Schedule 1 of Kogarah LEP 2012, the
following minimum front building setbacks apply:
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Neutral

Comment
The proposed plans and elevations depicted in Section 5.2 show a defined respect for
the existing significant form and scale of the adjacent heritage item. As noted in Section
6.2.3 of this report and identified in Section 5.2, the proposed setbacks of the new
development comply with the KDCP building setback requirements.
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(iii) Where a site abuts a heritage item, the minimum
front setback is to be consistent with the abutting
heritage item (where the front setback is greater than
5.5m)
(iv) Where the existing front setback of the heritage item
is less than 5.5m, the minimum front setback is to be
5.5m.
(4) The side and rear boundary setbacks should comply
with:
Minimum of 3m from the side and rear boundaries.
An increased side and rear setback may be required
where a development abuts a heritage item so as to
ensure that the development does not detract from the
setting and architectural character of the heritage item.
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6.2.5

Assessment against NSW Office and Environment Guidelines

Question
Major partial demolition (including internal elements)
• Is the demolition essential for the heritage item to
function?
• Are particular features of the item affected by the
demolition (e.g. fireplaces in buildings)?
• Is the detailing of the partial demolition sympathetic
to the heritage significance of the item (e.g. creating
large square openings in internal walls rather than
removing the wall altogether)?
• If the partial demolition is a result of the condition of
the fabric, is it certain that the fabric cannot be
repaired?

Assessment
As stated in Section 2.2, the site has
undergone considerable modifications since
its construction in the late 19th century. The
proposed demolition of the rear, non-original
addition would produce a positive impact
upon the public perception of the site and on
the ability to interpret the significance of the
site within the proposed surrounding
development.
As stated in Section 3.2, Heritage 21 has
identified no significant fabric within the
proposed demolition area. The intrusive
addition to the rear of the site is not original to
the subject site, nor is the addition a structural
element. Heritage 21 finds that the proposed
removal would have a positive impact on the
legibility of the subject site.
The proposed works to the two rear openings
(Figures 28 and 29) is generally supportable
(based on the methodology statement
provided by RJC Stonemasons - refer to
Appendix B) from a heritage perspective, as
the modification of fabric to this area would
not impact on the significance of the item as a
whole and is seen as a neutral impact due to
the introduction of compliant access works
that would provide further communal access
to local residents, therefore reinforcing the
site’s community driven historical narrative for
marginalized members of the local
community.

Minor additions (see also minor partial demolition)
• How is the impact of the addition on the heritage
significance of the item to be minimised?
• Can the additional area be located within an existing
structure? If no, why not?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage
item?
• Is the addition sited on any known, or potentially
significant archaeological deposits? If so, have
alternative positions for the additions been
considered?
• Are the additions sympathetic to the heritage item? In
what way (e.g. form, proportions, design)?

Heritage21
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As stated in Section 5.2, the proposed works to
the site include the construction of a rear open
veranda and small stairway. It is assessed that
the proposed plans have mitigated any
potential negative impact by including the
reinstatement of contributory exterior fabric
(fenestration, thresholds and lintels), the
reinstatement of the original external rear
walls and the inclusion of contemporary yet
sympathetic materials (timber and sandstone)
within its construction.
Further, the proposed plans provide a clear
understanding of the need to complement the
subject site and show a defined respect for the
existing form and detailing of the external
façade of the subject site.
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The proposed removal and reinstatement of
an earlier, period-appropriate veranda shows a
defined respect for the original and early front
façade. Further, we note that the proposed
works are seen as a contemporary yet
complimentary response, and do not seek to
replicate or dominate the heritage character of
the building. Heritage 21 notes that the
proposed veranda responds to the
documented earlier veranda (refer to Figures 4
& 5) and was influenced by Council’s heritage
advisor’s comments (refer to Appendix C).
Further, we note the positive impact the
removal and re-instatement of an earlier,
period-appropriate veranda would provide
upon the public domain and the site’s legibility
as an early sandstone building along a main
transport route. Refer to Appendix A for a
detailed Heritage Management Document
regarding the proposed works.
Additionally, the proposed re-instatement of
original window openings to the ground floor
north-eastern elevation and the first-floor
north-western elevation will remove nonoriginal doorways and re-introduce the original
fenestration to these elevations. The proposed
works are supportable from a heritage
perspective, due to the re-introduction of a
sympathetic yet authentic façade to the
Princes Highway. Refer to Appendix A for a
detailed Heritage Management Document
regarding the proposed works.
Change of Use
• Has the advice of a heritage consultant or structural
The proposed works includes the change of use
engineer been sought? Has the consultant’s advice
of one ground floor room into a communal
been implemented? If not, why not?
gymnasium. The proposal has yet to provide
• Does the existing use contribute to the significance of
final plans and elevations for this change of use.
the heritage item?
As such, recommendations to further mitigate
• Why does the use need to be changed?
any potential impact of the proposed works are
• What changes to the fabric are required as a result of
set out in Section 7.3 below.
the change of use?
• What changes to the site are required as a result of
the change of use?
New development adjacent to a heritage item (including additional buildings and dual occupancies)
• How is the impact of the new development on the
As stated in Section 5.1 above, the proposed
heritage significance of the item or area to be
works include the development of a 7-level
minimised?
apartment building for residential purposes. As
• Why is the new development required to be adjacent
depicted in Section 5.2, the proposed plans
to a heritage item?
have mitigated any potential negative impact
• How does the curtilage allowed around the heritage
by:
item contribute to the retention of its heritage
• Introducing a stepping back effect of the
significance?
bulk from the significant Princes Highway
• How does the new development affect views to, and
view line;
from, the heritage item? What has been done to
minimise negative effects?
Heritage21
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• Is the development sited on any known, or potentially
significant archaeological deposits? If so, have
alternative sites been considered? Why were they
rejected?
• Is the new development sympathetic to the heritage
item? In what way (e.g. form, siting, proportions,
design)?
• Will the additions visually dominate the heritage
item? How has this been minimised?
• Will the public, and users of the item, still be able to
view and appreciate its significance?

• Reducing the setback of the proposed built
forms located at the corner of Prince
Highway and Lacey Street;
• Articulating the form of the new building
with the streetscape of Lacey Street; and
• Providing a legible response to the heritagelisted item
These factors afford the public the ability to
interpret the surrounding site as a new
development, whilst also retaining the
significant setback, form and scale of the
heritage-listed item.
Further, the proposed plans clearly aim to
retain and enhance the heritage item, by
removing intrusive fabric and reinstating the
original envelope of the rear wing, encouraging
the legibility of the building from the proposed
public domain.
As identified in Section 6.2.1, the proposed
works would improve the significant visual
relationship from the Princes Highway by
reducing the proposed setback to the corner of
Princes Highway and Lacey Street. Further, as
stated in Section 2.2, the site has been in
private ownership from the mid-1990s. This
has prevented the public use of the site. It is
our assessment that the proposed works would
produce a positive impact to the public
domain, by providing new residents and new
audiences with access to a locally-listed
heritage item.
The proposed plans and elevations depicted in
Section 5.2 show a defined respect for the
existing fenestration, form, scale and external
façade of the heritage item and are seen as a
sympathetic and contemporary response to
the significance of the site.
It is our assessment that these proposed works
are supportable from a heritage perspective,
generated by the retention and reintroduction
of the original heritage item, the introduced
setback of the new build and the articulated,
sympathetic and contemporary design of the
new development.

New landscape works and features (including carparks and fences)
• How has the impact of the new work on the heritage
The proposed works include the addition of
significance of the existing landscape been minimised?
landscaped areas surrounding the heritage
• Has evidence (archival and physical) of previous
item. This would provide a distinct and clear
landscape work been investigated? Are previous
division that would be a positive enhancement
works being reinstated?
to the site’s presentation to the public domain,
due to the increased legibility of the heritage
item.
Heritage21
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• Has the advice of a consultant skilled in the
conservation of heritage landscapes been sought? If
so, have their recommendations been implemented?
• Are any known or potential archaeological deposits
affected by the landscape works? If so, what
alternatives have been considered?
• How does the work impact on views to, and from,
adjacent heritage items?
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As identified in Section 6.2.3 above, the
proposed works also include the retention of
existing mature trees to the north-west
boundary. It is our assessment that these
proposed landscaping works would generate a
positive impact to the site through the
retention of its presentation to the
streetscape.
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7.0 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Impact Summary

The NSW Office of Environment & Heritage’s guidelines require the following aspects of the proposal
to be summarised.7
7.1.1

Aspects of the proposal which respect or enhance heritage significance

In our view, the following aspects of the proposal would respect the heritage significance of the
subject site:
•

The proposed works would continue the legibility of the site by enhancing the significant view
line from Princes Highway and introducing a considerable side and rear setback to the new
development;

•

The proposal would not entail the demolition of any whole element which have been assessed as
demonstrating heritage significance;

•

The positive impact the proposed re-instatement of an earlier, period-appropriate veranda would
provide upon the site’s legibility from the public domain as an early sandstone building along a
main transport route;

•

The reinstatement of the early façade and internal elements of the site, including the original
openings, in order to further reflect the external sympathetic yet authentic response to the
original façade of the subject dwelling and view the internal changes as a complimentary
response to the site’s origins;

•

The proposed works would reintroduce the original rear envelope of the heritage item by
demolishing intrusive non-original elements;

•

The proposed works to the heritage item would be reversible and/or removable;

•

The proposed works to the rear of the heritage item would not be seen from the significant view
line of Princes Highway and as such would not alter the site’s legibility from this viewpoint;

•

The proposed works would increase the longevity of the heritage item through its ongoing future
use within a large residential development;

•

The proposed works are seen as a contemporary response to the significance of the site, and do
not seek to replicate or dominate the character of the heritage item;

•

The existing frontage to Princes Highway has been increased to align with the setback of the
heritage items form and scale;

•

The stepback effect of the bulk from the significant Princes Highway view line are sympathetic to
the form and scale of the heritage item and do not wish to dominate the surrounding setting from
this view point;

7

NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, ‘Statements of Heritage Impact’ (Heritage Office and Department of Urban Affairs & Planning,
1996), http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/heritagebranch/heritage/hmstatementsofhi.pdf.
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•

The proposed new development respectfully demonstrates an articulated form towards the
Lacey Street elevation, responding to the existing street pattern in a contemporary yet
sympathetic visual relationship; and

•

The proposed works would generate a positive impact to the site through the retention of the
mature trees to the Princes Highway frontage.

7.1.2

Aspects of the proposal which could have detrimental impact on heritage significance

In our view, there are aspects of the proposal which could be detrimental to the significance of the
heritage items in the vicinity, namely:
•

The proposed scale of the new development to the south-west of the heritage item;

•

The proposed plans for the change of use of the ground floor bedroom into a communal
gymnasium; and

•

The future use of the interior of the heritage item

However, as stated throughout this report, it is our assessment that any potential negative impacts as
a result of these proposed works have been strongly mitigated by the retention and reinstatement of
external elements that would engender a neutral impact. These mitigating elements include the
following:
•

The reinstatement of the original external wing wall to the north-east elevation;

•

The positive impact the proposed re-instatement of an earlier, period-appropriate veranda
would provide upon the site’s legibility from the public domain as an early sandstone building
along a main transport route;

•

The reinstatement of the early façade and internal elements of the site, including the original
openings, in order to further reflect the external sympathetic yet authentic response to the
original façade of the subject dwelling and view the internal changes as a complimentary
response to the site’s origins;

•

The increased life span of the subject site through its ongoing future use within a large-scale
development;

•

The retention of a legible curtilage around the heritage item; and

•

The stepback effect and setback from the significant Princes Highway view line are
sympathetic to the form and scale of the heritage item and do not wish to dominate the
surrounding setting from this view point

The neutral impacts of the proposal have been addressed above in Section 7.1.1. Additionally,
recommendations are provided in Section 7.3 below as supplementary mitigation measures to further
limit any potential negative heritage impact.
7.1.3

Sympathetic alternative solutions which have been considered and discounted

No solutions of greater sympathy with the significance of the subject site have been discounted to our
knowledge.
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7.2

General Conclusion

Taking into consideration the numerous aspects of the proposal which respect the heritage item and
the subject site’s locality, Heritage 21 is therefore confident that the proposed development complies
with pertinent heritage controls and would have a neutral impact on the heritage significance of the
subject site, and the heritage item pertained within. We therefore recommend that Georges River
Council view the application favourably on heritage grounds.

7.3

Recommendations

To ensure maximum conservation of significance of the heritage item, Heritage 21 also recommends
the following:
7.3.1

Photographic Archival Recording

Heritage 21 recommends that prior to development to the proposed heritage item, a Photographic
Archival Recording of the interior of the site and the remnant original or early fabric be undertaken by
a suitably-qualified heritage professional in order to identify and record the significance of the existing
site. This should be prepared according to relevant standards and guidelines as outlined by the NSW
Office of Environment & Heritage.
7.3.2

Heritage Interpretation Strategy

A suitably-qualified heritage practitioner should be engaged to prepare an interpretation strategy for
the site. Such a strategy would identify historic themes associated with the site and would give
guidance regarding appropriate and sympathetic ways in which to communicate this information to
any future audiences.
7.3.3

Establishment of a sinking fund

Heritage 21 recommends that Heritage Building become part of the Strata yet to be formalised and
that a dedicated sinking fund is allocated to the ongoing maintenance of the heritage item in
perpetuity. This should become an adopted by-law of the Strata title – yet to be formed.
7.3.4

Installation of new fittings and fixtures – Internal communal gymnasium

Heritage 21 recommends that the drawings for the proposed change of use incorporate further details
as to how the new fittings and fixtures (namely gym equipment and internal finishes) are to be affixed
to the internal structure (if any). Due consideration should be given to fixing methods which would
cause as little physical impact to remnant fabric as possible.
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8.0 APPENDIX A
The Heritage Management Document – Schedule of Works dated 13.11.2018 attached
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9.0 APPENDIX B
Methodology Statement provided by RJC Stonemasons dated 12 November 2018 regarding the
sandstone elevations of the subject dwelling.
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10.0 APPENDIX C
George River Council Pre-Lodgement Advice dated 20 July 2018:
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11.0 APPENDIX D
The following documents have been provided by George River Council Archives on the 23 October
2018:

BA649-1992 Approved Plan. Note plans approval during boarding house renovations

DA49-2014 plan. Note removal of double doors to the rear room
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